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Jane Coffin   

 

So again, thank you very much, I'm just going to give you a very high level overview of the growth 

portfolio. We have some of our fabulous project leads on the call here as wel,l so that we can have 

more dialogue, I think that will be very interesting for us.  

 

So, I think many of you know that we are broken down into eight ISOC projects. Right now, this is more 

of an internal way of looking at how we take great resources to lead on projects, and also some of our 

SMEs around the world, to participate and work with many of you. And thank you for those of you in the 

chapters that are already doing great work on CN infrastructure and community development, which is 

the IXPs and NOGs and NRENs, and on measurements, because we've given you some presentations 

before, but this is more of an in-depth opportunity to speak with you.  

 

So, again, the three projects CN, Infrastructure and Community Development, that's a complicated way 

of saying Internet Exchange points, Network Operator Groups, and  and then the measurements again, 

looking at the health of the Internet.  

 

On the community networks side, we have Max Stucchi, who's on the call, and Juan Peirano, who are 

the project leads.   

 

On infrastructure and community development, that's Michuki Mwangi and the Naveed Haq. 
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Measurements is David Belson and Mat Ford. And you can see these other projects on the other side, 

are those that Joe manages.  

 

There are a lot of synergies. So this wheel is something that Max had put together, and I stole from one 

of his presentations. So thank you, Max. 

 

And it shows you synergies, it's a circularity. There's also interconnections among and between some 

of the projects. Some of our SMEs who are leading projects, are also on other projects. So, for 

example, Michuki is also an expert on the community networks project, but he helps lead on the 

infrastructure and community development. So, it's a really great way to make sure we have really good 

regional focus, and that we are reaching out through other good people like Esther, Victor, Joyce, and 

the CE team, to make sure we're bringing everyone into -- from the chapter side, from the org side -- to 

see how we can create a stronger interconnection among the different parts of our community at ISOC, 

and our communities of interest.  

 

So, here's the quick overview of the team I mentioned earlier. And we have some really great comms 

experts. Charlie's from the US, Israel Nyoh is originally from Cameroon, he lives in Kenya, and 

Susannah is on the US side, she used to work for AFRINIC. So she's a friend to many of you as well. 

And Kyle Shulman who helps out with the project coordination. 

 

Community networks. As many of you know, half of the world is not connected.  And I want to go back, 

because there's actually a picture from one of our projects in the high mountains in a country called 

Georgia, I didn't have pictures, and I should have here, from some of the great projects we've worked 

on from Zenzeleni, to Tanzania, to Kenya with Tunapanda. There's a lot of work going on in Africa on 

community networks. And I think many of you are interested in this, because this is a way, when you're 

looking at the last mile, or the last local connection, of getting people connected. 

 

With half of the world, the 3.5 billion, that are not connected, and with COVID coming together, we have 

quite an interesting situation where policymakers, regulators, companies, organizations like ours, are 

looking very hard at what has happened in the past. Obviously COVID is keeping us accountable for 

what we didn't do on the policy and regulatory side. There's a lot that could be done to ease up on 

regulation and policy to allow for more community network development, from licensing, to Universal 

Service, to other regulatory issues like spectrum -- that's everyone's favorite topic, gets people very 

excited when you talk about spectrum. But there are ways that we can talk about sharing that spectrum, 

and allowing community networks to use them.  

 

So, if you look at this puzzle that we have put together, that Max put together, with Juan, you start with 

engagement, which is what we're doing with you now, or if we're having a specific workshop, online 

seminar, working with our colleagues to deploy the networks, it filters into policy and, Are the committee 

networks allowed? Do they allow for complementary solutions, whether it's Wi-Fi, wireless, or fiber?  

 

Training, which is very important. To come to all of you with training options where we can help you. On 

the deployment side, this is the physical aspects of getting the networks out there, we've been very 

successful with the team in doing that this year. It's been very exciting to see that we can still be safe 
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under COVID but get deployments going, and this has been very helpful and useful. Some of our 

current deployments in Africa, I wanted to make sure we highlighted, Murambinda Works in Zimbabwe, 

Zenzaleni in South Africa,  Kondoa Tanzania, and Tunapanda in Kenya.  

 

I think you can see with this, this is another circular puzzle effect where you have engagement, working 

with policy, and training, and deployments. All of this together allows for a very important process with 

community networks. Some of you may already have engaged with us, and may already have a 

community network.  

 

This is a network for the people, with the people, by the people, developed in local areas to meet local 

needs.  

 

We know that you have local circumstances with your regulators and policymakers, that would dictate 

how things are in your country. And that's where we look at licensing, and regulation, and universal 

service. And we look at spectrum, how we can access spectrum, whether shared, secondary use, or 

direct application.  

 

Training. A very important other part of what we do, so that we are not the single point of failure, and 

that we're building a very broad base of people that can help us with our access agenda, with this 

growth agenda, bringing you along, so that you are building the networks, or you're supporting people 

who are building the networks themselves.  

 

So there's some great chapter training that we do do. And the CN team also has some training, and 

you can find out more from Max and Juan. On the deployment side, I think I mentioned earlier, we are 

still deploying networks during COVID. This is really important because, as you know, during COVID, 

we are seeing the stress on our access system, we're seeing where we haven't got people connected, 

even at a more acute level. As I said, COVID is keeping us accountable for what we didn't do, but 

provides us with a huge opportunity to push really hard on policymakers and regulators, get ourselves 

trained up, so that we have the ability to help deploy some networks. And this is where we're seeing 

changes being made around the world, from Uganda, to Ghana, Ghana, where the minister freed up 

spectrum. Uganda, where the Commission has allowed community networks. We're also seeing that in 

Brazil, as well. Kenya has done more to look at this situation, and is also allowing community networks. 

So, it's very exciting. You have great examples, in the continent, of where we can help, if you need it, to 

focus on policy and regulatory, so that you can get the deployments out there, get people trained, and 

we can continue the cycle of engagement. 

 

There are pillars here on the community networks, I'm going to probably go quickly through this one. I 

won't speak fast, though. 

 

As I mentioned earlier, there's policy, you need the favorable policies and ways that you can allow 

community networks because some regulators are still not sure of these new complimentary solutions. 

So you have to work with them.  
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Backhaul. Any community network needs backhaul up to the broader internet through another middle 

mile service provider. This is a critical issue where you can negotiate with some of the other ISPs, cut 

some deals, and/or figure out some good solutions for cheaper backhaul.  

 

You've got to have the knowledge, the technical capabilities, required to maintain and expand the 

network.  

 

So ,this is another key area where we don't want to be the single point of failure. We want all of you to 

be able to have that knowledge, so that you can train other people, and you can broaden that pyramid 

base, that strong base of knowledge, policy, regulatory, training, and other, so that you can continue to 

replicate and scale. So, we're looking for that replicability, or mimicking, you can mirror this in other 

places.  

 

And you can talk to the colleagues who have already deployed in South Africa, in Tanzania, and in 

Kenya, and in many other countries that are coming along now.  

 

And I would be remiss if I didn't make a mention of the CN summit that's coming up for Africa. And I 

don't have the exact dates, but maybe Max or Juan can help me with what the dates are. Michuki and 

Verengai are organizing that with APC. So we'll get you the date, so that you can participate in that 

event, it's gonna be really good. 

 

Users. This is another part of the pillars of our community networks, the critical mass of people that will 

gain and benefit from it, that also will be able to help you with sustainability to support the community 

network. And then we go over to sustainability, it's that ability to keep the network running. Sometimes 

it means that you're not always taking grants, it means you might shift from a grant based model to a 

quasi profit or nonprofit model, where you're bringing in revenue, you're charging a little bit for the 

community network service, it goes back into the community network, and you continue the operations.  

 

So, that in a nutshell is some of the CN related aspects of the project. There's a lot more to it, of 

course, and there's a lot more going on on the continent that we can deep dive on later. 

 

Another part of the growth portfolio is the Infrastructure and Community Development. This is actually a 

picture of the switch in Goma where -- Facebook has provided some funding to us for general ISP 

development around the world, Michuki's a little cut -- there's Michuki right there, and some of the other 

team. Where we had provided equipment, they installed it, and we did a lot of training. But the IXP is 

live. And I saw some colleagues on from Gambia earlier, and I just wanted to say hello to you, because  

that was one of my first trainings I ever did, in 2012. It was with Nishal Goburdhan from PCH, and I 

were out in the Gambia to do the training, it was very exciting. And I know the IXP is up and running 

there. So, this project, Infrastructure and Community Development, like CN in some ways, has a startup 

layer, where this is the capacity building, getting everybody together, kind of that point that we were 

making about knowledge as well, building up your knowledge, community building, bringing community 

together, through events like AfPIF or NOG meetings, where you can meet each other, and now we're 

doing it virtually. But, in the future, we will hopefully we'll see each other in person, where you can learn 

more. You can network, you can find buddies, you can find people to help support you. This community 
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building aspect is so important across everything we're doing on the Grow portfolio. Again, from CNs to 

IXPS, to the measuring, you have to have the experts, the community, and the others to help you bring 

along the work, to sustain the work, and also to do the work, later. So, after the community building on 

the IXP level, you go into infrastructure development. And then there are more partnerships that you 

make, in other meetings, with respect to the community building, but also, some of the other companies 

that might want to peer with you. Whether they're ISPs, or Content Delivery Networks, this is a very 

important part of what you're doing. So, the infrastructure needs peers and partners. And so this is that 

other layer that we look at, the layers of engagement here, and global engagement, where we're 

working, whether it's in ITU meetings, whether it's in African Telecom Union meetings, or with the AU, 

to support, at a bigger broader regional and global level, IXPs and infrastructure, the Network Operator 

Groups, and NRENs as well. They're part of this ecosystem. So when you see this partnership side, 

sometimes we're in partnership with NOGs. Other times, we may be in partnership with NRENs. So, 

this is a really important aspect of the work, where we're building different communities along the way 

to sustain. So again, it's we don't want to be the single point of failure, we want to make sure those 

communities are built, and then it's broad.  

 

The next slide just shows you the regional approach to how we're working, where we have regional 

experts, working with the project leaders for this project, working with you on the ground, working with 

partners on the ground, working with communities of interest, to start to create more IXP work, more 

communities around the IXPs, and more communities around Network Operator Groups, and 

strengthening NRENs.  

 

You're probably going to be hearing more and more from us. We don't overlap work, we work very 

closely with NSRC as well, I want to make sure we said that. We do that in other regions as well. But, 

where they do some work in Africa, we try and make sure we're not overlapping, and duplicating efforts, 

but supporting them, and all of you at the same time.  

 

NRENs, the National Research and Education networks are super important right now. They're very big 

pipes. It's important to support them, because they may be able to connect with, help building out, 

community networks. So, there are synergies here, between the Infrastructure and Community 

Development projects and the Community Network project, very important synergies, where you could 

use some of the great work, and the experts and partners you know, and again, NRENs, to help 

support the work you're doing on community networks, with the NRENs.  

 

And this is a new model that others are looking at. I know in the ITU space, and the Broadband 

Commission, at the UN level, there's been some talk. And we've been working around the planet, from 

Juan, Max, me, Michuki, David, Mat,Naveed, we're speaking on panels, we're working with others, at 

that regional level and global level, to broaden out the message, to make sure people don't think that 

some of this infrastructure is something that government should manage. It's very important that this is 

neutral and independent.  

 

I'm going to skip over now to the Measuring the Internet project. This is the exciting project that I was 

telling you about, that's got a new team. We're going to be launching, very soon, the dashboard with 

third party data, that will help you take a look, with use cases, on cases for not shutting down the 
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Internet, for resiliency in Africa. That's a really exciting project that Mat and David can tell you more 

about later.  

 

But, in a nutshell, so why are we doing this? The project is meant to bridge the gap between academic 

networking research, and non-scientific audiences, journalists, policymakers, and researchers. We 

found that standalone resources exist, but they're not often focused on a specific aspect of the Internet 

infrastructure, or they're driven by commercial interests. So we are a neutral party, and we want to be 

able to present that neutral data with our colleagues. It's also to raise our profile as a trusted source of 

information about the Internet, for good relevant data and interpretations that are easier to find, share, 

and reuse. This also helps to inform and support other Internet Society projects like the Internet Way of 

Networking project, the Community Networks. Hopefully in the future, an IXP with good data. that also 

shows that part of the resiliency of the internet, why the internet didn't break during COVID, is that 

obviously the IXPs are handling more traffic, but they manage that traffic. They didn't quote, fall down. 

And  David and Mat have some of that great data available in blogs, actually right now. And some of it 

will be on Insights, the platform that we'll be launching in October, November.  

 

So, measuring the Internet what? You know, we want to provide a single location, this is going to be 

called Insights, by the way, for multiple measures of the Internet evolution health. So, this dashboard 

will have infographics, and information, that you can take and use. As Mat always says, it's not a 

science project. This is really core baseline data that we're working on, like I mentioned earlier with the 

AFRINIC project on African resiliency and redundancy. We will tell stories with the data, support non-

scientific audience in understanding that data, how to interpret it, and we'll provide that context for the 

numbers in a timely, responsive and interactive manner. The team has done a lot of work intentionally 

to lay the groundwork for how we're going to -- we picked a vendor, we have the platform going live 

soon. But they're also working very hard with different counterparts to secure the agreements for some 

of the data, and to figure out how to best display that information for all of you in a clear, 

understandable way.  

 

How we're going to do that? As I mentioned, there are going to be some use cases, Internet 

shutdowns, enabling technologies, the Internet way of networking, and the Internet Resilience Project 

that I mentioned, that's with AFRINIC. And all of our regional Vice Presidents, I should give a shoutout 

to Dawit, who's very important to all of this work with all of you at that community level, but also, with 

our partners here, particularly with this use case. 

 

We're working with other partners like CAIDA, I mentioned AFRINIC, which is a regional internet 

registry, we're working with RipeNCC as well, Oracle, and others, for that data. We've worked in the 

community. We presented in Costa Rica. We're working through the Internet Research Task Force. 

Mat's been a member for many, many years. Looking at the ACM Internet Measurement Conference, 

and other events as appropriate, again, all online and virtual, trying to do what we can. And then with 

the how on measuring the internet? We're looking at how best we provide you with the consumption 

and the process for that. We're working on that third party data, so that you can see this data. We're 

using existing measurements, we're not trying to replicate and do these ourselves. So, it's a very 

exciting project on that side, where we're actually putting money where our mouth is, on the data. And it 
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will be online soon. And we'll get you those deadlines through Matt and David, through Victor and the 

team, on the partnership in chapter site.  

 

So that's in a nutshell. What keeps these all together is that this is about providing connectivity around 

the world, and measuring it, and assessing, and looking at it from a policy perspective. All three of 

these projects have a policy element. The projects are looking at infrastructure development, and 

describing it, that's on the measurement side. We're looking at community building, from both the 

community networks to the infrastructure development side, and the measuring. You've got to have a 

strong community of interest when you're working to get this data, and to display it well, and to make it 

consumable for all of you.  

 

So any questions from all of you? We've got Juan and Max on the call. We've got Sally from the CE 

team, Evelyn as well. And Kara, who's from the EE team. 

 

Ah, Kara, sustainability. 

 

Anyone have any questions about community networks? Many of you've worked with us over the years 

on Internet Exchange Points. So, those you know quite well, but do ask questions if you don't know 

what they are, I mean, we can go into a more technical description. But a lot of you have worked with 

us in the past, like I said, on some of these projects, and we're keen to hear from you. So, does anyone 

want to ask us a question about how to get engaged? Because we're keen to have you working with us 

on these projects? 

 

Eric Makoso Nzita   

I would like to ask, what difference are you making between the community networks and infrastructure 

community development? Community networks still have infrastructure. What's the difference between 

them? 

 

Jane Coffin   

Yeah, that's a good question. It's more of an internal thing. So, think of it this way. Community Networks 

are the networks that are being developed on the ground,whether they're Wi-Fi, wireless, or fiber. 

Those are the networks being built from the ground up, like the Dodoma project, right? And the 

Infrastructure and Community Development is really Internet Exchange Points, Network Operator 

Groups, and NRENs, and building communities around them. It's a complicated name. That's more of 

an internal name. So think Internet Exchange Points, working with NRENs, and Network Operator 

Groups, and their communities of interest. Does that make sense? 

 

Eric Makoso Nzita   

Yes, thank you. 

 

Jane Coffin   

Okay. Yeah, sometimes we speak in code. And and thank you for asking about that. Because it can be 

confusing. 
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Michel Matalatala   

Yeah, I'm Michel from the Democratic Republic of Congo, I really appreciate the presentation. But I 

have one more concern about the literacy. So, you were mentioning that you're working on the 

development of the community, so that they can be using Internet, and work on the development on 

that. But my big concern is about the use of the Internet, maybe we can prevent the misuse of the 

technology. By that you need to have some kind of literacy, where you will just talk to people how to be 

using it in the appropriate way, so that they can avoid misuse of, or something. This is something that 

you have not emphasized on, during your presentation. So, do you have any approach on working on 

that with the project? 

 

Jane Coffin   

It's a really good question. It's more at the layer of once the network is developed, or while the network 

has been developed, there could be some training on the network use, it's a really good point. That is 

more along the lines of where, I think you could apply for some BNET funding. We're not doing -- if it's 

from a technical perspective, we could definitely work that in some of the training that we do, and pair 

you up with people that we know who are training in that space. I know Zenzeleni has been doing some 

work, because they were worried about some of the users, making sure that they knew how to use the 

network, and not abuse it. They've got some good experience there. I'm sure Tunapanda. does in 

Kenya. From the French speaking side, we could find someone for you, if you're interested in that. This 

is more of the digital user training, yeah.  

 

Michel Matalatala   

Yeah. 

 

Jane Coffin   

Okay, that's definitely also something the Foundation might be interested in from the BNET side. And 

those are the grants that are available. And I don't know if we have anyone from the Foundation on the 

call, but we can get you more data if you're interested in it. Victor can.  

 

Victor Ndonnang   

I will definitely follow up. Yes. And we have a session on Friday with the Foundation. So it will be an 

opportunity for you to get some additional answer elements.  

 

Michel Matalatala   

Yeah, you will be mentioning the digital literacy? 

 

Jane Coffin   

Yeah. 

 

Michel Matalatala   

Okay. Thank you. I'll be waiting for the session. 

 

Victor Ndonnang   
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I would definitely, Friday we will discuss how the Foundation can support all your chapter projects, that 

can go and support our mission in general, so that is not directly related to a project. So, yeah. 

 

Michel Matalatala   

Okay, thanks. 

 

Jane Coffin   

Thank you for the question that Michel, it's an important one. Next up? 

 

Evelyn Namara   

Jane, you have Levi in chat, who says, I want to know if it's possible to have a community network built, 

when a chapter is interested. The policy has to be in place before setting up infrastructure? Levi from 

Zambia. 

 

 

Jane Coffin   

Yeah, it's really important that you work with, you understand your local circumstances, so that an 

incumbent, or another large ISP, couldn't go to the regulator and complain about you, right? Some 

regulatory regimes and policy regimes will help enable community networks. That's our objective is to 

work with them to enable. But others might have questions about the community network that you want 

to work with them on, and we also help with training there. There's been some great co-training with 

APC, and Max and Juan will be working on some of that for, and the actually the regional summit, the 

online virtual regional summit for Africa will be a great place to get experience, learn from people who 

had the experience, who have done this on the ground, to work with the policymakers and regulators. 

We're always keen to make sure that people are aware of the local rules and regs, so that you don't get 

surprised. We've been in some countries where some of the larger companies are weren't very happy 

about community networks. But when they realized it was a complementary solution, it's not a threat or 

an alternative, that changes their mindset, because they can see where there's an added benefit. But 

it's definitely something where you'd want to check those boxes, and understand your local 

circumstances, so that you don't have a situation where they're asking you to stop going forward.  

 

In Zambia? It's another good question. We got licensing in Zimbabwe, by the way, it took about three 

months, but that was pretty fast. From the regulator for the project, for the Murambinda Works project, 

it's right outside of Harare, but that was within consultation with the regulator, and that was thanks to 

Dawit, Michuki, Verengai and others, working with POTRAZ, which is the regulator there. So, in 

Zambia, I would say, take a look at your local situation, talk to the folks that are on our team about what 

happened in Zim, where we're seeing progress, in Uganda and also in Kenya. And you may be able to 

come to the regulator, both in Chad and Zambia, and say, around the world community networks are 

coming in to provide connectivity in the last mile area.  

 

We can give you information about some of the statistics we have. Because the big operators for 

smaller population centers don't get the return on investment. So, it's harder for them to go in. Our 

community networks that we work with are agile, the cost is much lower, because the equipment is 
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much cheaper. The price points are coming down. And Max and Juan can give you more policy and 

guidance as well. Going forward at a specific level with Michuki and Verengai, and Dawit.  

 

So, we're a big team around the planet that has a lot of experience. These aren't new networks, but 

they are new to some regions. And so, we want you to have as much data as possible, so it's a positive 

experience going in.  

 

And bravo, Sally, thank you. The first CN summit, well not first, but the CN summit for this year, I think 

it's our fourth CN summit, yeah? Is on the 30th. Is it only the 30th? it's one day? No. Okay. 

 

Sally Harvey   

No, there's a series of four events. So, we're looking at monthly events, I believe it's the last 

Wednesday of the month. So there's the October dates, November dates, we're just deciding on. I don't 

think there'd be one in December, because that passes over the festive period. But the first session out 

of four, no five actually, the first session out of the five is on next Wednesday. 

 

Jane Coffin   

Perfect. So, we'll make sure Victor has this data and pushes it out to the chapters because there's a lot 

of good info that will be exchanged, and experiences over the next couple of months. That's excellent. 

Okay, 

 

Mohamed Lamine Keita   

... are in the development of Internet in Africa. This is the biggest challenge in this field, we are putting 

in place a committee at the local level, and we are connected to Internet. And we're trying to improve 

the service. Is there this type of service that is implemented in another community in order to improve 

the connectivity? Are there standards in place, in this regard? 

 

Jane Coffin   

So, this could take quite a long time to discuss. And I'm thinking that what we could do,  Mohammed, is 

maybe we can set up a separate call for those interested on the community network side. With me, 

Max, Juan, Victor, we'll get the French in, if you'd like. That way, we won't take up the time here. But 

there are some things that we can give you data on, from both the policy, the regulatory, the 

deployment, sustainability, and the technical side. If you're looking for how a network is developed, 

whether it's Wi-Fi mesh, or a wireless interface, there are some networks around the world that are all 

both fixed wireless and Wi-Fi. They're using the different standards that are there. We promote a lot of 

open standards. So, we could definitely spend some time with you, and also make sure that you're 

joining the CN summit next Wednesday. Does that make sense for us to take a separate breakout, 

Victor, so that we don't take up a lot of your time? 

 

Victor Ndonnang   

Yes, yes, Jane. And we have, as Juan is mentioning in the chat. We have a session on community 

networks and.. 

 

Jane Coffin   
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Bravo. Than you can ask there with Max and Juan, that's perfect. 

 

Victor Ndonnang   

Yes. 


